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relief of pain-apart from spontaneous relief. Where the
disease is sited mainly above the inguinal ligament "trouser
grafting" with a Dacron bifurcation graft or endarterectomy
can be expected to produce 7500 patency over a period of five
years.'8 Below the inguinal ligament the indications for
surgery are not so clear. The reversed long saphenous vein
bypass for a block in the femoropopliteal segment works well
initially, but at five years the patency of the graft is likely to
be only 50%.18 The calibre of the vein available for grafting
is important: a lumen of less than 5 mm is likely to be occluded
by thrombosis.19 Not only may the vein be too small, but
worst of all it may have been removed in a stripping operation.
The operation of extended deep femoral angioplasty, in which
the main trunk ofthe deep femoral artery is widened to remove
a critical stenosis, is also effective for intermittent claudication.20
The best results of the latter are achieved in non-diabetic
patients in whom the run-off below the knee in angiograms is
good.

Operations for intermittent claudication are not easy. Above
the inguinal ligament they are major and carry a mortality'8
of at least 5%. Below the inguinal ligament the failure rate
is higher, and there is the risk of precipitating amputation.
There is no greater disaster than for a patient to lose a limb
for a symptom such as claudication-which can so often be
cured by sitting down or by walking more slowly. Operations
for claudication should be performed only for patients who
are crippled and cannot work and who have been made aware
of the risks, unless there is rest pain or pregangrene, when the
limb is in jeopardy and an operation is mandatory for that
reason. These operations deal with a symptom by a form of
delicate plumbing; the appalling severity of the underlying
disease is shown by one series in which half the patients
followed had died within five years, usually from coronary
thrombosis.2' As yet there is no convincing evidence that any
drug or dietary regimen will reduce this mortality.
We can look forward to better evaluation of the severity

of the disease, preferably by non-invasive means, and perhaps
a medical regimen that- will at least arrest the progress of the
disease. Most surgeons advise no smoking. Low cholesterol
or low fat diets seem reasonable but the value of lipolytic drugs
has not been proved. Perhaps further investigation in lipid
metabolism and blood viscosity may help in the future.
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Wilms's tumour

Advances in the treatment of Wilms's tumour over the past 40
years have led to a dramatic change in the prognosis, so that
now 60-80% of all children survive over two years.'-3 More-
over, study of the survival curves suggests that the two-year
survival rate correlates well with cure. This improvement has
come from a planned integration of surgery, radiotherapy,
and chemotherapy; the close co-operation of these specialties
is essential for good results.

Before nephrectomy was introduced in the 1930s nephro-
blastoma was always fatal, but with surgical treatment the
survival rate rose4 to about 200'. Radiotherapy to the renal
bed5 improved the prognosis to about 5000, and since the
introduction of cytotoxic drugs there has been a further in-
crease in survival. Actinomycin D was the first drug found to
be effective, and Farber' reported a survival of over 8000 when
it was used in conjunction with radiotherapy and surgery; when
it was used on a prolonged intermittent basis it was found to
prevent the development of metastases.6 Sullivan7 showed that
vincristine caused regression of the tumour, while Vietti8
found that in children with pulmonary metastases a combina-
tion of vincristine and radiotherapy prolonged survival. When
used in high doses cyclophosphamide causes tumour regres-
sion, and adriamycin is also giving encouraging results.'0

Staging of the disease is important: prognosis is related
closely to stage" 12 and hence to subsequent treatment. The
staging system most commonly used is that of the National
Wilms's Tumour Study Group. This has five stages: stage 1
tumour confined to the kidney; stage 2-tumour extending
beyond the kidney but completely resected; stage 3-abdominal
disease; stage 4-haematogenous metastases; stage 5-bilateral
disease. A recent review of children with Wilms's tumour from
the Hospital for Sick Children at Great Ormond Street,
London,"3 has reported survival rates related to stage, ranging
from 87% in stage 1 to 8% in stage 3 with 36% in stage 2
and 330o in stage 4. Other groups have recorded even better
results in more advanced disease: Aron2 had survivals of 85%,h
in stage 1, 73%/ in stage 2, and 32% in stage 3, 370o in stage
4, and 47%/ in stage 5.

Investigation of a child with Wilms's tumour should by
aimed at accurate staging and early surgery. Many American
centres regard the condition as a surgical emergency and think
that nephrectomy should be performed within 48 hours;
another view is that it is better to spend a few days rehabilitat-
ing a child when indicated by the clinical state. Renal biopsy
must be avoided: dissemination will occur and the chances of
survival may be reduced by over half. At nephrectomy the
contralateral kidney should be examined (10%; of Wilms's
tumours are bilateral) and the abdomen should be carefully
searched for metastases, with biopsy of the para-aortic lymph
nodes. Marking of the tumour bed with clips for the radio-
therapist is also essential. Should the tumour prove inoperable
in the first instance, chemotherapy often causes it to shrink,
and nephrectomy may then be performed.
Most centres plan to give adjuvant chemotherapy with

radiotherapy and to continue drugs intermittently for about
one year. In stages 1 and 2 the drugs of choice are vincristine
and actinomycin D, but in stages 3 and 4 more intensive
chemotherapy with drug combinations is required.

In stages 1 and 2 radiotherapy is given to the renal bed; in
stage 3 whole abdominal radiotherapy is given; and when
pulmonary metastases are present (the lungs are the commonest
site of metastases) whole lung irradiation is usually carried out.
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In stage 1 disease, however, the prognosis is so good that
it may be questioned whether it is right to submit the children
to intensive treatment. Neither radiotherapy nor chemotherapy
is without risks, and some children may die as a direct result
of treatment. In the review by Bond13 no child under the age
of 1 year with stage 1 disease was given radiotherapy to the
renal bed, and none of these children relapsed. The National
Wilms's Tumour Study Group is also examining the impor-
tance of radiotherapy in stage 1 disease,14 but it will be some
time before there is a clear indication of what should be done.
Another approach is to discover those groups particularly at
risk: for example, the St Jude Children's Research Hospital15
has found that pulmonary metastases are more frequent when
any renal vessels contain tumour. This may indicate that a
further refinement in staging may be necessary.
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Breast-feeding: the
immunological argument
Clinical investigation is never more agreeable than when
its results vindicate both old wives' tales and empirical medical
practice. Breast-feeding has long been recognised to give
infants resistance to bacterial and viral infections, not only
of the gut but also of the respiratory tract.1-3 In as close an
approach to a clinical trial as can be ethically achieved breast-
fed infants in an institution were almost completely protected
from an outbreak of gastroenteritis, which in contrast was
lethal for many infants fed with cows' milk formulae.4 The
benefits of breast feeding are still more pronounced in the
third world, where the risks of infection in infancy are con-
siderably higher.5 Furthermore, by providing a relatively cheap
source of protein, breast-feeding counteracts the prevailing
malnutrition, which in turn depresses resistance to infection.6

Breast-feeding confers resistance to infection on infants by
several mechanisms, by far the most important being the trans-
fer of specific antibody and, in particular, of immunoglobulin
A (IgA). IgA resists proteolytic digestion in the gut, a property
which may be enhanced by protective factors in breast milk
itself.2 Its ability to limit the replication of bacterial and viral
pathogens in the intestine has been shown repeatedly.2 3
IgA antibodies to Escherichia coli are, for example, regularly
found in human breast milk,7 while studies of infant stools
have shown that IgA in human milk is transferred far more
efficiently than that in bovine milk and retains its antibody
activity.8 Thus the lack of any evidence of absorption of
substantial amounts of immunoglobulin of any class from the
gut is probably of little consequence.

The value of breast milk in combating bacterial infection
has also been shown in direct experiments-enterocolitis can
be induced in rats by a combination of hypoxia and formula
feeding but not in those maintained on breast milk.9 Several
antibacterial factors other than specific antibody have been
detected in human milk. It appears to contain a growth factor
for Lactobacillus bifidus encouraging the organism to colonise
the intestine. The resulting production of acetic and lactic acid
reduces the pH of the intestinal contents, thereby inhibiting
the growth of potential pathogens.'0 Breast milk also contains
lysozyme, lactoperoxidase, and lactoferrin, which inhibit
bacterial growth non-specifically.2 Also of interest are sub-
stances which directly neutralise viruses such as poliomyelitis
virus1' and dengue virus12 and are clearly not immunoglobulins.
Nevertheless, in general these non-specific factors are of minor
importance compared with the neutralising properties of
specific IgA.
IgA may protect the infant from hazards other than microbial

infections: it may limit the absorption of dietary antigens,
thereby reducing the risk of allergic reactions mediated
immunologically.'314 IgA production is deficient in the days
immediately after birth-the "immunity gap.""5-and it seems
highly probable that maternal IgA in breast milk protects the
infant during this vulnerable period. Formula feeding carries
the double risk not only of depriving the infant of IgA but at
the same time of exposing it to potent immunogens in cows'
milk itself. Paediatricians are familiar with cows' milk allergy
in the form of gastrointestinal symptoms, particularly after
exposure in the first two months of life.'6 In addition, hyper-
sensitivity to cows' milk may produce disorders where the
association with this allergen is less obvious, notably pulmonary
haemosiderosis.'7 While the relation between IgA deficiency,
early exposure to cows' milk, and hypersensitivity diseases is
in many instances still largely hypothetical, there is a clear
need to protect young infants from unnecessary exposure to
potential allergens from this source. Such considerations add
to the already powerful arguments in favour of breast-
feeding.'8'20

In contrast with its proved advantages, the possible immuno-
logical dangers of breast-feeding do not stand serious com-
parison. It is certainly a remarkable observation that lymphoid
cells in breast milk retain their immunological function
after absorption from the infant's gut.2" Moreover, in animals
maternal lymphocytes transferred in this manner can react
to the foreign antigens in a way somewhat akin to graft-
versus-host disease." Yet, although of biological interest,
there is no evidence that such observations have any clinical
relevance. Equally there is no convincing evidence that infants
can become sensitised to constituents of maternal milk. The
alleged interference of maternal antibody with immunisation
to poliomyelitis virus has also not been substantiated.'3 Indeed,
transmission of hepatitis B (Australia antigen) virus to the
infant may be the most plausible hazard of breast-feeding,24
but carriers should be easily recognisable except in those
communities where the risk would be insignificant compared
with other sources of infection. On balance, there can be little
doubt that the immunologist is the ally ofthose who proselytise
in favour of breast-feeding.
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